YORK® Custom Air Handling Units
Experience the New Custom AHU for Colleges and Universities.
Experience the New Custom AHU for Colleges and Universities

Sustainable control on campus
With higher education institutions under unprecedented pressure to reduce costs, while still delivering an advanced educational experience, maximizing the return on your air-handling unit (AHU) investment is critical. A YORK® Custom AHU enables your organization to:

- Control the environment based on student traffic and unique facility needs.
- Integrate enterprise level controls to simplify and centralize facility management.
- Optimize air quality to protect the health of faculty, staff and students.
- Reduce noise pollution to limit the potential for distractions.

Performance-driven adaptation
YORK® has reinvented the custom AHU experience to meet the unique needs of educational building environments, eliminating obstacles and overcoming limitations without sacrificing performance. The advantages of YORK® Custom AHUs include:

- Scalability to match the needs of a growing campus.
- Upgradability that allows you to incorporate new technology over the lifetime of the unit.
- High-quality materials to increase the longevity of your custom AHU.
- Acoustiweir™ Technology to reduce unit sound levels.
- Simplified service access to reduce the burden on your maintenance team.

True Custom Product
Build the ideal system for every individual educational facility and integrate your custom AHU into the unique architecture of your campus

- Feature set that allows for complete design freedom.
- Fit and finish tailored to the site.
- Acoustiweir™ Technology that reduces sound levels while maintaining a compact unit footprint.
- Fan system redundancy that ensures greater uptime while using fewer fans and non-proprietary parts.
Enhance your educational environment. Meet your budget goals.

Accelerated project cycle
The YORK® Custom AHU process is specifically designed for speed and efficiency, supporting your financial and project goals so you can focus on supporting your students and staff.
- Streamlined manufacturing drives reduced lead times.
- Intuitive factory controls reduce project installation time.

Life cycle savings
From design to implementation, the YORK® Custom process integrates intelligent tools to control costs for higher education organizations.
- Key manufacturing tasks are automated to reduce costs.
- Enhanced tools connect the consulting engineer to the project design phase.

Application expertise
Keeping your students, faculty and staff in mind, YORK® backs every custom AHU with a knowledgeable team committed to realizing your educational vision.
- User-friendly selection and ordering interface.
- Educated and committed sales and support teams.

Elevate the potential of your higher education environment with YORK® Custom Air-handling Units from Johnson Controls.

Look for the trusted AHRI Certified™ mark on HVACR products. It represents that the product has been independently tested by a credible third party to assure consumers of product performance.

johnsoncontrols.com/AHU
BE-Marketing-AHU@jci.com
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